In this paper, a fast lossless image compression method is introduced for compressing medical images, it is based on splitting the image blocks according to its nature along with using the polynomial approximation to decompose image signal followed by applying run length coding on the residue part of the image, which represents the error caused by applying polynomial approximation. Then, Huffman coding is applied as a last stage to encode the polynomial coefficients and run length coding. The test results indicate that the suggested method can lead to promising performance.
INTRODUCTION
Today various medical digital images currently in use such as magnetic resonance (MR), ultrasound (US), computerized tomography (CT), nuclear medicine (NM), positron emission tomography (PET), digital subtraction angiography (DSA) and X-rays images. Lossless image compression essentially utilized for medical application that characterized by preserving the information; where the image can be reconstructed exactly as the original in which no information is lost. It is possible to do lossless compression with techniques such as Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding, Lempel-Ziv, Differential Pulse Code Modulation and Multiresolution techniques; but most of these methods leads to limited compression rate results. Reviews of medical image compression techniques can be found in [1] , [2] . A comparison in performance of several different lossless techniques on various medical image types can be found in [3] - [8] .
Today, there's trend in the utilization of Predictive Coding (PC) that also called Autoregressive (AR) for medical image compression where recently there's a number of researchers have exploited this technique to compress images [9] - [13] due to its simplicity, fast and easy to implement. Its implementation is generally composed of two basic steps of prediction and differentiation, in other words create an approximation image to the original one based on modelling the correlation or statistical dependency embedded between neighbouring pixels; where each pixel's value can be predicted or estimated from nearby or neighbouring pixels, and then finding the difference between the original and the predicted image one which is referred as the residual which is normally coded because of the reduced image information compared to the original.
There are many different kinds of predictive coding models depending on dependency form (causal/ acausal and the order of the model which means number of neighbours utilized) as well the structure used (1-D/2-D); for more details see [14] - [17] . The consideration of choosing a predictive coding model mainly depends on the tradeoff among predictor performance, the computation complexity of the predictor and the overhead parameters that implicitly affects the compression rate. In the field of medical imaging, a lot of works have been done, including [18] which showed the idea of efficient exploitation of the traditional means of predictive coding, and multiresolution predictive coding versus other lossless techniques, on a number of medical images. [19] extended the principle adopted by [20] for removing the variations between neighbouring pixels, before applying the predictive coding from fixed predictor into multiple predictors where the choice between them depending on the amount of error. [21] implies the utilization of predictive coding once or multiple times to remove the rest of the redundancy embedded between the estimated coefficients as a modified form of the work implemented by [22] . Several adaptations adopted by [23] - [25] , to improve the predictive coding performance with such as S-Plane and Hierarchal Interpolation Techniques (HINT).
In this paper, a simple and fast lossless method for compressing medical images is introduced that based on splitting the image into non-overlapped blocks according to its nature, and utilized first order polynomial representation to remove the redundancy between neighbouring pixels that efficiently improve compression rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, section 2 contains comprehensive clarification of the proposed system; the results of the proposed system is given in section 3.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The main taken concerns in the proposed system are:
 Get the benefit of varying image characteristics (details), where the image contains uniform (smooth) regions with different variation modes and edge regions; each one is compress in different way than the other and, usually deals with different number of parameters.
 Since in this paper the linear polynomial representation is adopted to remove the spatial redundancy, so three coefficients (a 0 ,a 1 ,a 2 ) are required to represent each small block. For uniform regions only the first coefficient (i.e., a 0 ) is utilized; which corresponds to the mean value of the represented block. While for the blocks with significant variation trends the 3 coefficients (a 0 ,a 1 ,a 2 ) are needed. So, for each region it is not necessarily to use fixed number of coefficients, either 1 coefficient or 3 coefficients are used depending on the nature of the represented region.
 Run length coding and entropy encoding are used efficiently in order to minimize the bit required.
The implementation of the proposed system is explained in the following steps, the layout of the encoder is illustrated in Figure 1 :
Step 1: Load the input uncompressed image I of size N×N
Step Step 3: Split the image blocks into uniform and non-uniform regions depending on mean threshold value. For uniform blocks use a 0 coefficients; for non-uniform blocks use the polynomial representation approximation and find a 1 Step 4: Determine the approximated image value Ĩ using the estimated polynomial coefficients for each encoded block representation:
Step 5: Find the residual or prediction error as difference between the original I and the predicted one Ĩ .
Step 6: Apply Run Length Coding techniques to encode the residual image values that characterized by less correlation with smaller variance than the original pixel values, and with highly packing information around the zero. The run length code is passed through huffman coding to remove the rest of redundancy.
To reconstruct the decompressed image all the above mentioned steps are reversed as shown in Figure 2 , where the decoder exploits the information received from the encoder to reconstruct the image, by first utilizing the polynomial coefficients to build a predicted image, and then adding the residual to the prediction, such that:
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For testing the proposed system performance; it is applied on a number of medical images of different types (see Figure 3 for an over view), all the images are gray of 256 gray levels (8bits/pixel) but with different sizes. The tests have been performed using two different block sizes {4×4 and 8×8} the mean threshold value was selected depending on the image nature (feature).
The compression ratio, which is the ratio of the original image size to the compressed size, was adopted as a packing measure. Since, there is no degradation need to be evaluated in lossless compression where the decoded compressed image is identical to the original image, so the only guide here to the efficiency of proposed system is compression efficiency.
The compression rate of the proposed system is affected by two factors; first the mean threshold value that used to classify the blocks into smooth or non-smooth region whereas small value selected large number of blocks needs to have fully polynomial representation (i.e., 3 coefficients) implicitly increasing the size of the compressed information while as the mean threshold value gets bigger less number of blocks needs full polynomial representation and simply they used one coefficient representation (i.e., only a 0 ); this will implicitly decrease the size of compressed information. The second factor is the size of the block whereas the block size increase the compression rate improves because less coefficient parameters required, but on the other hand the residual size increase due to insufficient model flexibility (i.e., not fitted well ).
The experimental results listed in Table 1 , the feasible performance of the proposed simple lossless method on medical images, high compression is attained with fast implementation.
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